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"L'Appartement - Espace Images Vevey" is the new permanent 
showcase for Images Vevey's activities. From September 2021 
onwards, this art space will host around fifteen artist projects and 
exhibitions per year, free of charge. It will provide a link between 
two editions of the Images Vevey biennial and will help to keep 
the "Vevey ville d'images" label alive throughout the year.

This new space for contemporary photography is located in the 
main hall of the Vevey railway station, in the former railwaymen's 
apartments. It is from this historical background that it takes its 
name of "L'Appartement - Espace Images Vevey". 

VENUE OVERVIEW 
EXH IB ITION PLAN 

The particularity of L'Appartement is that each of its rooms is 
assigned to a particular exhibition format. By preserving the 
original aspect of the building and transforming its primary 
function, Images Vevey aims to offer a visitor experience that 
reflects the surprising and convivial image of its biennial event.

L'Appartement will therefore continue to host four artists' pro-
jects simultaneously and will continue to organise its exhibitions 
according to its four main living areas:

L'APPARTEMENT 
Room map
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AN APARTMENT FOR 
CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY 

THE ANNOUNCEMENT

"L'Appartement - Espace Images Vevey" is an inspiring 

venue ideally located on the Vaud Riviera. With a surface 

area of 220 square metres, it consists of an entrance,  

a lift for disabled access and a monumental stairway,  

a kitchen (bookstore and shop), three bedrooms  

(monographic exhibition), a bathroom, a corridor (exhibi-

tion for children), a home cinema (HD projection room),  

a lounge (presentation of an artist's book), a balcony 

(vernissage) and a sun terrace. Close to all amenities, this 

apartment enjoys a privileged location at zero minutes 

from the railway station of Vevey. 

THE ROOMS 
a monographic 
exhibition 
THE LOUNGE 
presentation of 
an artist's book
THE CINEMA 
a projection of  
an artist's video 
THE CORRIDOR 
a corridor reserved  
for children
THE KITCHEN 
a reception area, 
bookstore and shop 
THE TERRACE 
panoramic 
relaxation
THE BALCONY
vernissage
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THE ROOMMATES 
UPCOMING EXH IB ITIONS

Each programming block will last between six and eight weeks. 
During the Images Vevey biennial, programmed artists will be 
hosted as part of the festival. Exclusively made up of contempo-
rary artists of all ages and backgrounds, the programming will 
give pride of place to young talent and to artists trained by both 
national and international schools, offering a first opportunity to 
exhibit in a high-quality professional environment. 

SESSION 1, 13.10 - 28.11

 LES CHAMBRES 
Nicolas Polli (Switzerland) 

 LE CINÉMA
Marie Noury (France) 

 LE SALON
Peter Puklus (Hungary)

 LE COULOIR
Nicolas Polli (Switzerland)

LES CHAMBRES

Nicolas Polli (Switzerland) 
When Strawberries Will Grow on Trees,  

I Will Kiss U

During three months of confinement in the spring of 2020, 
Nicolas Polli went through a period of profound solitude and 
uncertainty. He then drew on his artistic resources to stage this 
fragility that he had never felt so strongly. Confronting his enclo-
sure, he frantically began to compose still life and images from 
everyday objects. His imagination challenges his doubts and 
desires. In his depopulated apartment, he gives meaning to 
banality. His own body also becomes the object of new atten-
tion: vulnerable, it demands a fantasized presence. Sensitivity is 
mixed with sensuality when Polli addresses short poems to an 
unknown, idealized and eroticized figure. Finally, his series 
When Strawberries Will Grow on Trees, I Will Kiss U paints a sin-
cere and delicate portrait of a universal loneliness. 
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LE CINÉMA

Marie Noury (France) 
Nous voir ensemble 

How many stories can be created by a seemingly insignificant 
photograph presented to different members of the same family 
and their relatives? By compiling fragments of vernacular 
images, Marie Noury conducts a videographic investigation 
where words, expressions and gestures interact around this 
mysterious photograph taken from her family archive. Memories 
vary like interpretations. Between reveries and revelations, Nous 
voir ensemble questions with tenderness the power of the pho-
tographic image, of words and of emotional memory.

LE SALON

Peter Puklus (Hungary) 
The Hero Mother – How to Build a House

edition Witty Books / Images Vevey

In this 2017/2018 Images Vevey Grand Prix winning series, Peter 
Puklus deconstructs the dynamics of pre-established female 
and male roles: motherhood as a presumed heroic activity and 
the father's assumed duty to build and protect the home. 
Premiered internationally at the 2018 edition of the Images 
Vevey Festival with an immersive installation, the project contin-
ues today as an artist's book co-published by Witty Books and 
Images Vevey. By deploying an extraordinary visual and pictorial 
vocabulary around his own family unit, Puklus breaks down the 
symbols traditionally associated with maternal and paternal fig-
ures. Throughout the pages, he shares with the reader his 
doubts, his states of mind and his vulnerability. 

Photography diploma project 
at the ECAL/Ecole cantonale d'art  
de Lausanne
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LE COULOIR

Nicolas Polli (Switzerland) 
À table avec Nico !

When artist Nicolas Polli photographs the disturbing still lifes he 
creates in his home, magic happens: courgettes do the balanc-
ing act, a few twisted spoons become characters, loaves of 
bread serve as slippers and cutlery seem to levitate. Fifteen 
jubilant images are brought together in a playful display, spe-
cially designed to inspire children at the heart of L'Appartement 
- Espace Images Vevey. 

SESSION 2, 14.12.21 - 30.01.22

LES CHAMBRES 
Sara Bastai (Portugal) 
First prize winner of the Prix Images Vevey × ECAL*

LE CINÉMA
Batia Suter (Switzerland)

LE SALON
Maxime Guyon (France)

LE COULOIR
Lucia Nimcova (Slovakia)

THE IMAGES VEVEY X ECAL PRIZE
*In partnership with the ECAL/Ecole cantonale d'art de 
Lausanne, Images Vevey is launching a new prize to support 
emerging artists. The Images Vevey x ECAL Prize aims to offer 
each year a first exhibition experience to an ECAL graduate 
(Bachelor or Master in Photography). 

SESSION 3, 15.02-27.03.22

LES CHAMBRES 
Flurina Rothenberger (Switzerland) 

LE CINÉMA
CEPV – Vevey, 
Flurina Rothenberger's students (TBC)

LE SALON
Flurina Rothenberger 

LE COULOIR
Flurina Rothenberger
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STUDIO CIAO designed the visual identity of "L'Appartement - 
Espace Images Vevey", inspired by the nature of the venue,  
its existing use, and the concept of the window.

THE LOGO
The logo is based on the emblematic shape of the main 
entrance to Vevey station and the windows of the corridor of 
"L'Appartement - Espace Images Vevey". Its shape also evokes a 
railway tunnel.

THE POSTER
The window is an important inspiration source in history of art. It 
allows us to stage two spaces: the interior and the exterior. As a 
multiplier of spaces, the window shows, separates, connects, 
aims, frames, and opens.  The studio has taken advantage of the 
characteristics of the window to achieve an unusual, poetic, and 
pragmatic visual communication effect. The concept allows the 
public to become curious and voyeuristic, peering through the 
window into the interior of "The Apartment" to discover visual 
clues about the programmed artists. 

THE SPACE
The communication of L'Appartement revolves around the 
theme of cohabitation and thus honours the primary function of 
the venue, while allowing Images Vevey to present artistic pro-
jects in an original and atypical way. Whether it be invitations in 
the form of house-warming parties, furniture or interior decora-
tion, the details evoke the world of housing and living together.  

THE WINDOW 
VISUAL IDENTITY 
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The Vevey railway station was completely renovated by the SBB 
for the Fête des Vignerons in the summer of 2019. The railway-
men's apartments were not affected by this major work on the 
shell of the building. Images Vevey and the SBB agreed back in 
2017 that Vevey station would be the first station in Switzerland 
to have an art centre. The work lasted several years and was 
designed and financed by Images Vevey. The guiding principle 
was to create a place for contemporary photography while pre-
serving the history of the venue, in accordance with the request 
of Monuments historiques du canton de Vaud.

THE CONSTRUCTION SITE 
RENOVATIONS
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LA TERRASSE
Equipped with deckchairs and accessible free of charge during 
opening hours, the south-facing terrace, which offers a view of 
the entire station square, will quickly become a favourite meet-
ing place in Vevey station. 

Wednesday, October 13, 2021 at 6pm. will be the occasion for 
the housewarming of L'Appartement - Espace Images Vevey.

Welcome by Yvan Luccarini, Mayor of Vevey.

Presentation of the first roommates - the artists Marie Noury, 
Nicolas Polli and Peter Puklus - by Stefano Stoll, director of 
Images Vevey.

THE HOUSEWARMING PARTY 
VERN ISSAGE

LA CU IS INE 
RECEPTION AND BOOKSHOP

The former railwaymen's kitchen has become the reception,  
the shop and the bookshop of L'Appartement. The public will 
find there in particular:

Images Vevey’s editorial strategy focuses on a series of collabo-
rations set up with publishing houses that specialise in pho-
tography, as well as with artists directly. Since 2015, Images 
Vevey has pledged to assist innovative editorial projects, in par-
ticular with the creation of the Images Vevey Book Award.

BAGS
For some years now Images Vevey has been recycling the monu-
mental canvases displayed on facades in the city during the var-
ious Festival Images Vevey and turning them into a unique bag 
collection. Entirely Swiss made, each piece is unique, manufac-
tured in Switzerland and bears a label that identifies the art-
work it was made from.

PUBLISH ING & CO-PUBLISH ING 
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

 ORGAN ISATION

PLAN
Wednesday to Sunday, 2-6pm
Free entrance

COVID-19
The exhibitions will be held  
in compliance with the official 
health regulations in force.

TRANSPORTATION
Direct train connection to  
all stations in Switzerland and 
abroad.

DIRECTOR
Stefano Stoll

PRODUCTION 
AND ADMIN ISTRATION
Raphaël Biollay

PROGRAMMATION TEAM
Stefano Stoll
Raphaël Biollay

ADMIN ISTRATION
Yulia Fernandes

PRODUCTION
Tamara Jenny-Devrient

COMMUNICATION 
AND PRESS
Amandine Marchand

GRAPH IC DESIGN 
STUDIO CIAO, Nicolas Polli 

RECEPTION,  
STORE AND BOOKSHOP
Chely Hauert 

CULTURAL OUTREACH
Audrey Zimmerli

SWITZERLAND:
Amandine Marchand
Chemin du Verger 10
1800 Vevey, Suisse
presse@images.ch
T. +41 21 922 48 54
M. +41 79 887 93 34

GERMAN-SPEAKING
PRESS AGENT:
SCHMID, PELLI & PARTNER AG
Matthias Michel
Bodmerstrasse 6 
8002 Zürich, Schweiz
Michel@schmidpellipartner.ch
M. +41 79 150 70 39

FRANCE :
Catherine Philippot
Boulevard Raspail 248
75014 Paris, France
cathphilippot@relations
-media.com
T. +33 1 40 47 63 42
M. 133 6 14 99 25 25

PARTNERS

PRESS CONTACT

MAIN PARTNERSACCESSIB ILITY
Lift available for people with 
reduced mobility.

www.images.ch
#lappartement
#imagesvevey
@images_vevey

LOGISTICAL 
AND COMMUNICATION 
PARTNERS

ARTISTIC PARTNER




